
Since 1985 Sunjel has proven to be an extraordinary alcohol gel that has been developed exclusively for use in
Sunjel Fireplaces and Inserts. Sunjel™ is the only choice in alcohol gels, for ‘un-vented’ fireplace use, or
‘Simulated Fireplace Gel’. Sunjel™ offers an incredible un-vented alternative over burning wood or
manufactured logs that require exterior venting and a chimney.
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Introduction – SUNJEL FACTS

Sunjel™ is a non-toxic gelled alcohol made from Organic thickeners and Isopropyl Alcohol. Sunjel is smokeless

2 Burn, Inc. has worked diligently with Environment Canada for past five (7) years, the ATF in the United states
and other government bodies for 20 + years and have invested an extensive budget in order to make Sunjel™
the best Alcohol gel marketplace today.

Properties
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and odorless and burns into water vapor and each fire will burn from 2 to 3 hours, depending on the humidity
level of a home. Sunjel™ will produce up to 9000 BTUs of heat per hour when used in an Sunjel fireplace.
Sunjel™ produces 99% efficiency based on its ability to be burned indoors without an exterior vent or chimney.
Remember, never ever add, put or pour any foreign matter into the Sunjel. It is made to be safe and clean as it
is!

Quality Control
Sunjel™ is tested regularly and consistently to ensure air quality control that complies with strict International
Government Regulations. 2 Burn’s mandate is to produce a clean burning, ‘Real Fire’ without exterior venting, at
the same time guaranteeing safety to the consumer and to the environment. The 2 Burn team of lab technicians
is constantly striving to improve Sunjel™ for maximum performance results while maintaining and often
exceeding government standards. 2 Burn is committed to ensuring quality control – every time. Be sure to only
buy Gel from a Company with an excess of 10 years in Gel fuel blending. Anyone who has been doing it less than
that, does not have the important experience with consistency and safety.

Sunjel™ is easy to use. Simply Shake the can, tear off the label and pop the top just like a paint can. To start the
fire, light the Sunjel™ with a long match or barbeque lighter. To extinguish the flame, use the convenient
manual shut-off that comes with most Sunjel fireplaces. The only safety precaution is to allow the fireplace, patio
burner or insert to cool 30 minutes before re-lighting or disposing of the cans. Sunjel™ is an alcohol product so it
can be safely stored indoors at room temperature or cooler according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sunjel
should be used within one year of purchase for maximum performance and ensure safety. Lastly, Always burn

Operation and Use:

should be used within one year of purchase for maximum performance and ensure safety. Lastly, Always burn
Sunjel in the original can. Never pour the Sunjel into a fuel box or any other container. This product is only safe
if these directions are strictly followed. Never use for cooking purposes. Very important to place hand over lid
when opening. Pressure can build in can from Alcohol. Be sure to always use caution when opening and Gel !

Sunjel™ has been on the market for 23 years. The longevity proves we are here to stay and we improve our
company and product every year that goes by. Most other alcohol gels on the North American marketplace today
are fine products, but no other gel is made with the love, care and is tested as much as ours. Our Isopropyl

Sunjel™ Premium vs. Other Alcohol Gels

* For more information on Sunjel™ , Call your Sunjel Representative
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alcohol is the purest grade available, and we are the FIRST company ever to use organic thickeners in the
product to make for a gorgeous and safe product. This puts Sunjel™ is in a class all its own. Made in the USA!


